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15. Alton is saving money in his bank
account. His bank gives him an
interest rate of 1.3% each year. If he
has $4,000 right now how much money
will he have in 10 years?
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17. Everyone at school seems to be
getting sick with the cold. Today there
are 15 students sick with the cold. If
the rate that students are getting sick is
doubling each day how many
students will be sick in 9 days?
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19. Kia is opening up a savings
account that gives her 2.3% interest
compounded monthly. If she deposits
$5,000 now, how ml-JCh will she have in
1 0 years.
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16. Riley has been putting money
aside each month to save up for a
vacation. She started with $125 in her
bank account. She is putting $25 into
her account every week. How much
will she have after 16 weeks?
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18. A cup of coffee is sitting on Dr.
Oldham's desk. It started at 1550 and
the temperature is decreasing at a
rate of 2.4% each minute. How hot will
the coffee be in 30 minutes?

15s(l

20. YOU complain that the hot tub in
your hotel suite is not hot enough. The
hotel tells you that they will increase
the temperature by 10% each hour. If
the current temperate is 750 F, How
many hours will it take to get to 1000?

2 40.7 S



Given the following equations, answer the following
A. Is it a growth or a decay
B. What is the growth or decay percent?

21. y = 22 23 . Y= (0.01) X
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Given the following sequence 7, 11
24) What is

25) Write a recursive rule to the following

C.4t•F m _ i

26) What an explicit model for the sequence above
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Given the following sequence: 5, -10, 20, -40, 80
27) Write the recursive rule and give al

as-s
-aan_x

28) Determine the twentieth term

-Z Gti,qyo

29) Write an explicit model for the sequence above.

30) Given the sequence an = what is the common ratio?


